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„beyond continuity“: coalitional dynamics as drivers of ... - decade or so. in their tellingly entitled book
“beyond continuity”, streeck and thelen (2005) and their co-authors present an account of far-reaching
institutional change in a wide range of areas of welfare state and economic policies and a wide range of
countries. they demonstrate that – against the assumptions of the “critical ... book reviews: colin crouch
capitalist diversity and change ... - observed changes’ (streeck and thelen, p. 16), or write them off
analytically ‘as something exogenous and mysterious’ (crouch, p. 16), both crouch and streeck and thelen
make a convincing case for moving beyond stability, continuity, and ’punctuated equilibria’, instead
recognizing processes of the life and time of the european consolidation state - the life and time of the
european consolidation state wolfgang streeck interviewed by michel feher since the early 1970s, wolfgang
streeck argues, “democratic capitalism” has been striving to disavow its oxymoronic nature. 1 what the author
of buying time calls democratic capitalism is a political economy predicated on the conciliation of ... kathleen
thelen - polisci.mit - beyond continuity: institutional change in advanced political economies (co-edited with
wolfgang streeck). oxford: oxford university press, 2005. featured in invited “author meets critics” panel at the
annual meeting of the american political science association (apsa) in 2006 . sociology 918 comparative
sociology of contemporary capitalism - streeck and kathleen thelan (eds.). beyond continuity: institutional
change in advanced political economies. oxford, pp. 40-82. ito peng. 2004. “postindustrial pressures, political
regime shifts, and social policy reform in japan and south korea.” journal of east asian studies 4:389-425. iii.
challenges to national models of production chapter two. the constitution of employer discretion 12wolfgang streeck and kathleen thelen, eds., beyond continuity: institutional change in advanced political
economies (oxford university press, 2005). 13korpi, “power resources and employer-centered approaches in
explanations of welfare states and varieties of capitalism,” 171. the survival and return of institutions:
examples from ... - streeck and thelen’s (2005) ‘beyond continuity’ represents a landmark study. the book
departs from previous literature, which divides institutional evolution into long periods of stasis ... a short
history of studying incremental institutional ... - a short history of studying incremental institutional
change: does explaining institutional change provide any new explanations? introduction when i was a small
child my saturday mornings were filled with a growing excitement. around 1 p.m. the mailman would drop the
donald duck weekly magazine into our mailbox. sociology 401 institutional analysis - reed college - w.
streeck and k thelen. 2005. “introduction: institutional change in advanced political economies.” in beyond
continuity, edited by w streek and k thelen. oxford: oxford university press. j hacker. 2005 “policy drift: the
hidden politics of us welfare state retrenchment.” in beyond continuity. gregory jackson. 2005. the
transformation of political institutions: investments ... - 4. streeck and thelen, beyond continuity;
mahoney and thelen, explaining institutional change. 5. formal theorist kenneth shepsle, forexample, deﬁnes
insti-tutions as “a framework or rules, procedures, and arrangements” that “prescribes and constrains the set
of choosing agents.” kenneth a. shepsle, “institutional equilibrium and ... institutional change and political
economy - lse - of existing set-ups. the edited volume by streeck and thelen builds on these insights and
develops a more general framework for understanding how institutional frameworks evolve beyond the simple
dichotomy of continuity and change. since these volumes arrive in a similar place from different the life and
time of the european consolidation state - the life and time of the european consolidation state wolfgang
streeck interviewed by michel feher since the early 1970s, wolfgang streeck argues, “democratic capitalism”
has been striving to disavow its oxymoronic nature.1 what the author of buying time calls democratic
capitalism is a political economy predicated on the conciliation ssoarfo political economies introduction
... - 6 w. streeck and k. thelen similarly in the welfare state literature, the most influential theoretical
frameworks stress continuity over change. pierson’s agenda-setting work on welfare state retrenchment paints
a picture that emphasizes the obstacles and political risks of change.
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